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'ABSTRACT
A programed sequence for teaching students to solve

word problems was developed using a combination of the information
praeessing 'asd structural variables approaches. Students using the

. sequence ppeCeeded individually through mastery of a sequehce of
objectives. In order to evaluate the prograi, fourth and fifth ,..

graders were randomly selected from classes; the remaining,st_udents
in these classeS served as controls. All students4wer giventhe
appropriate level of the Stanford Acheivement Test, as a pretest.
During the 11 weeks that expeiLrnental subjects completed the Word
Problem Program, control subjects received regq.af mathematics
instruction. The computation and applications sections of the

. Stanford Acheivement Test served as posttests. Both fourth- and
fifth-grade experimental groups scored higher on their respective
applications poqttests than the comparable control groups. (SD)
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Abstract
.

. .

A computer assisted instruction program to teach arithmetic word probleMs

was designed, developed and tested in a school setting. Experimental groups
.

of fourth and fifth graders each gained significantly when compared to*con-

trol groups on national standardized tests of arithmetic applications.
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THE WORD PROBLEM PROGRAM::ie
SUMMATIVE EVALUATION

Richard A ,vRoman,

University of Pittsburgh

-
Teaching elementary school students to solve rittmetic word prob-

.

lems has been a difficult task and has generated mu 'h research (Gorman,

1967; Suydam & Riedesel, 1969), Many mathemat cans reg'ird arithmetic

word problems as crucial in matherritical develo ment, so the problem

must be ctnfronteT (Polya, 1962). Earlier repo is described the design,

rationale and formative evaluation of the Word roblem Program, a, com-

puter assisted instruction prograrwthat teach s students to solve word

problems (Roman & Laudato, 1974; Laudato Roman, 1975; Laudato, 1975).

This report describes a summative evaluation study of that program in a..

school setting.

t,

Method

0

o

The study was a pretest, treat ent, posttest design, with one experi-

mental group and one control group. he experimental treatment consisted

of work on the Word Problem Progra . The control group received only

that irfstruction in word problems pro ided in the normal mathematics cur-
.

riculum. The otudy was replicated in fourth and fifth grade: Since the

fourth and fifth gradefs received different tests, the results were analyzed

separately for,the two grades.
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Materials '-...

..0

The Word Probletr, Program utilizes a ,umbination of the informa-
tion processing approach of Bobrov, lltos( and Paige anc Simon (1'-bbl with
the structural variable approach of Luitus and Supped (Loftus, 1072, Suppesf

Fletcher, Zanotti, Lorton, & Searle, 1'4731 to create and sequence instruc-
tional objectives. each of which consists of problems of homogenous dif-
ficulty. Each problem in an objective requires the same number and same

kind of informatiOn proces.sing steps to reach a solution.

Once in the program, students receive a sequence of objectives
based on their individual performance. The program evaluates perform-

ance continuously and tells the students when they finish each objective.
g`' Work within an objective consists of a set of problems selected from the

target group and practice groups that have already been mastered. The

students cannot distinguish between target and practice problems, btit only

their work on target problems contributes to the evaluation of objeitive per-
formance. -I

,The literature supports the importance of students solving many
problems when learning word problems. No method has con6istently been

found supior to a carefully sequenced set of problems (Laucl4.to, 1975).

There are indications that the use of analytic steps can improve perform- -

ance (Suydam & Riedesel, 1969). The Word Problem Program, therefore,
offers tbree analytic hints to each problem. Students may request those
hints at any time.

An 'calculations are carried out by the computer under the studint's
direction. Typical 'computational commands utilize letters as variable
names, for example, "A + B," or "(C + D) /A," or "D - C. '' The decision
to use the computational power of the computer allows the program to use
large numbers, larger than those the student could calculate. Numbers are
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chosen to be particularly deceptive with regard to the correct operation.

Flor example, ih single step problems, one number is always a multiple

of the other. While this situation provides a cue for division, in the Word

Problem Program division is correct only one-fourth ot the time. In other

curricula, divisibility ot the numbers reliably cues the division operation.

Details about the program, including the methods of problem genera-

tion, problem selection, problem analyses, objective sequencing, and hint

preparation cap all be found in Roman and Laudato (1974), and Laudatti (1975).

Sub ects

A suburban, lower middle class, elementary school housed the com-

puter upon which the Word Problem Program wak-implemented. The fourth

and fifth grade teachers agreed to allow random sampling of their class-

rooms for this, study, and accordingly, one-third of the students from each

of four classrooms (two fourth grades, two fifth grades) were randomly

selected for participation. In a conference before the study, the teachers

rejected seven of the 28 randomly selected students. Reasons for rejec-

tion includedr never finishes work, so can't afford time (three cases);

knows h6w to do word problems. already (two cases); and behaves badly and

is not'allowed to use computer (two cases). The rejected students were

replaced'by seven other students randomly selected from the same class-
..

rooms.

Procedure

All students in fourth'4nd fifth grades took appropriate levels (Inter-

mediate I and II, respectively) of the Stanford Achievement Tests (Madden,

Gardner, Rudman, Karlsen, & Merwin, .1973) in January as p'b.rtof the dis-

trict's normal testing procedure. The subtests on computational skills and

mathematical applications served as pretests for the study. The computa-

tional subtest was selected since success on word problems requires correct
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co putation, and students with differential ability to compute should per-
for differently. Sincetthe Word Problem Program requires no computa-'
tioh, no gains were expected from the training. The mathematical applica-
tiors subtest consists of approximately 30 word problems and 10 pr_-,Joblems
rel ted to graphs and charts. Gains were expected orr the subtest due to
the training.

In February, each experimental student was 'instructed onhow and-
when to use the program and completed two Introductory sessions. Each
experimental subject then had a number of sessions on the program during
te e that was devoted to mathematics study by the control subjects. The
nu ber of sessions varied from 4 to 47 (mean 18.4, S. D. 10.81). Sessions
st pped when the teacher or student felt that learning had ceased. Foed-
ba k from the program an which objectives were attempted and which were
mustered was provided after each session to help the teacher and student
make their decisions.

The study lasted eleven weeks, including one week of school vacation.
The terminat on of the study coincided with previously scheduled school-
wide testing. When the study endedic,a,, 13 of the 28 students were shit actively,
wolking. Indee , several continued for five weeks after the study ended
and quit only because school closed for the summer. The other fifteen stu-
de ts worked from three to nine weeks.

The control students worked on their'regular mathematic curricu- -

Iu when the experimental students used the computer. No spe'cial attention:
w s given to word problem study fbr the control group.

The computation and applications subtests of the Stanford Achieve-
ent Test (Kelley, Madden, Gardner, & Rudman, 1964) were included in

a special testeng battery in late April. The'se tests were given as part of
t e Learning Research and Development Center's continuous monitoring
Efrogram insthe school. These subtests served as the posttests for, the study.
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Results

The raw scores for all pretests, computation, and applications
were analyhed separateiy to detern.'ine if the experimental and control

groups differed. The tit'h era,le experimental group scored stgntticarltly

higher than the controls on the applications pretest, F (1,431 = 4. 593; T.

O. No other differences were detected. Because of this difference,

the analysis of the posttest was done as an analysis of covariance.

The raw scores from the tests were analyzed by a one-way analysis
of covarl_ance for etacii grade level separately. Co'ariates were the'two

pretest scores. The fourth grade experimental group'scqred significantly
higher on the applications posttest, F (1,291 = 4.398,,; <..05, as did the
fifth grade exper,imental group, F 'I, 44) = 4. 364, z, < . 05. No differences

were observed for the computation posttOst. The mean scores for all

groups are given in Table I.

Table 1

Applications Posttest Raw Score Means and Means

Adjuited for Pretest Scores

Group

Test Data

,,,, Raw Adjust6d Adjusted
Means. Means Standard Error

Fourth a

Control 21 / 14 86 15 39 100

Experimental 12 19 83 18 90 1.33

Fifth
b

Control,

Experimental

30

16

17 30

24 88

19.00

21 69'

' 0.74

1 00

Note Means are to_Vomparable across grades

Fourth grade sublects took Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate 1119'64).

b
Fifth grade subjects took Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate II (1964).
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Lookiiig otily.at experimental students, some measures of within-,

treatment performance were examined. On most criteria, no differences
between the grades were observed. Ilowes.,er, the fifth graders masteyed

significantly more objectives that the fourillitgraders, :' (1,22) 9.7853,

4:7 < .01. The respective means were d. 92 and 4.92. Other program vari-
ables considered included. total time in treatment, number of problem's

seen, time per session, and number of days worked. Meansand standard
deviations for these measures are presented in Table 2. Since the groups

did not differ in these measures, Table 2 presents data for the combined
groups.

Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations for Internal Treatment Measure;
Fourth and Fifth Grades Combined

Measures Mean S D

Total time 28 4 625 (hours) 83

Total problems/ 28 177 79 80 10

Time/problem 28 1.57 (minute,$) 31

Days worked 28 15 57 8 89

Time/day worked 28 18 72 (minutes) 3 60

Objectives mastered 28 8 04 5 70
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Discussion

Students spending approximately four and a half hours over a period

of two and a half months working on the Word Problem Program increased
their knowledge of arithmetic applications, as measured by a national stan-
dardized test, approximately five months more than their control group

classmates. The gain is both si,gnificant and important since it occurs in

in area that has traditionally been difficult to teach and was achieved with

a small time investment.

The fact that no gain occurred on computational skills was expected

since the Word Problem Program provides no computational practice. The

gain in the application posttest reflects greater problem solving skills, as
opposed to greater computational skills.

The applications subtest of the Stanford Achievem&nt Tests contains

many problems that require an understanding of money, time, fractions,
percentage, and units of measurement such as ounces,-degrees, and gallons.
None of these concepts are treated in the Word Problem Program. The
finding of significant gains then takes on added significance since he resultiT

demonstrate a transfer effect from a carefully selected subdomam to a
larger group.of problems. This implies that the fundamental problem solv-

ing skills taught have generality beyond their initially limited scope.

The fact that fifth graders master more objectives than fourthgraders
is not surprising, but in view of the unorthodox manner in which the objec-
tives are defined and sequenced, this finding serves to confirm at least the
gross features of the design of objectives. Filrther analysis of the data

should reveal information regarding the hierarchical assumptions made in

the program.

This study will be carried further, the data generated during each
student session will be analyzed to determine if specific features designed



° into the Word ?roblern Program accomplish their purpose. Arpong

the aspects to be investigated are the efievtiveness of the

effect of sequencing decisions, the validity of the evaluation rule, and
the homogeneity of problems within obleitiyes.

The next goals for the program are to design a procedure to place
students at their initial competence level more quickly, probably based
on initial performance measures within the program, and to determine
internally when the student has "stopped learnin' a determination that

currently requires teacher or student detisio making. With these improve-

ment, the program will operate more elfiv ntly; and the' time required
of each student may be further reduced.
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